This paper is the continuation of a previous paper in which all minimal non-^-permutative pseudovarieties of # were determined wherê -permutativity was one of several conditions implying permutativity and <€ was the class of either (finite) groups, monoids or semigroups. In this work, the most general case of this type is treated, namely when -permutativity is permutativity and # is the class of all finite semigroups.
Some non-permutative semigroups.
In this section, we introduce some semigroups which will play an important role in the sequel. We also indicate a finite basis of identities for each of them.
Recall that any completely simple semigroup is isomorphic to a Rees / X Λ matrix semigroup Jt(G\ /, Λ; P) over a group G with sandwich matrix P = (p λi ) (see Clifford and Preston [3] ). For a prime number p, we let Rasin [5] has given a complete description of the lattice of varieties of completely simple semigroups over abelian groups. The appropriate universal algebraic type to deal with arbitrary completely simple semigroups involves not only one binary operation (product), but also one unary operation (inversion within the group containing a given element). However, in the context of finite semigroups, the need for the unary operation disappears, since the (group) inverse of an element is then one of its (positive) powers.
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A regular semigroup S is said to be orthodox if the set E(S) of its idempotents is a subsemigroup of S. S is said to be an orthogroup if it is an orthodox union of groups (cf. Clifford [2] ).
From the results of Rasin [5] , one easily deduces that if S is a finite non-orthodox completely simple semigroup over an abelian group, then K p ^ V(S) for some prime p. Moreover, the V(K p ) (p prime) are minimal non-permutative pseudovarieties of semigroups; they are defined by the following identities:
and K p is a generator of minimum size of this pseudovariety.
Let (e,s 9 f; e 2 = e,f 2 =f,es = s = sf 9 ef = fe = 0).
Then Y = { e, s, /, 0} and, from Edmunds [4] , we obtain γ{γ) = [ X 2 = X 3 ? χyχ = χ i y i ssy 2 χ 2y 9 we also observe that Y is a generator of minimum size of V(Y).
The last special semigroup we need to consider is the following: Q = (e,s,t; e 2 = e, es = s 9 t = te, se = et = ts = 0).
We note that Q = {e, 5, t y st, 0}. A characterization of the identities which fail in Q will be crucial later on. To describe it, we require some further terminology. We let X = { x l9 x 2 ,..., y l9 y 2 ,. .., x, y, z, t,.. .} be a countable set of variables; let X + be the free semigroup on x and let X* = X + U{1), where 1 denotes the empty word. For a word w Ξ X + , C(W) denotes the set of all variables which occur in w, and \w\ x denotes the number of occurrences of the variable x in w. Two identities are said to be equivalent if they hold in exactly the same semigroups. S \= u = υ means that the identity u = υ holds in the semigroup S. Σ I-u = υ means that u = υ is a consequence of the set Σ of identities. Proof. If (i) holds, then no nontrivial semilattice satisfies u = v; since the subsemigroup {e, 0} of Q is a semilattice, we obtain Q ψ u = v.
If (ii) holds, substitute st for JC, e for every other variable in u = v. This yields the value st and u but 0 for v. Hence, Q # u = v.
If case (in) holds, we substitute s for y, t for z and e for every other variable in u = v to obtain the value st for u and 0 for ϋ. Hence,
Suppose condition (iv) holds, say with the "right" option. Let y be the rightmost variable satisfying (iv). By the above, we may assume that
We substitute s for y and e for every other variable in u = υ to obtain the values s = es for u and .se = 0 for v.
The above establishes half of the lemma. For the converse, let -, denote negation and assume that, up to equivalence, u = v satisfies the conjunction (C) of conditions -i(i)-,(iv). We show that then Q 1= u = v. Let , and w 0 , w n e Jf*; up to the relative order of the xf 9 the relative order of the w x (i = 1,. .., n -1) , and the positive number of their occurrences, this form is unique.
Let u\ v t be words in the previous canonical form obtained respectively from w, v using Σ, say As a corollary to the proof of Lemma 2. We prove Theorem 3.1 in a number of steps. Henceforth, V and S are as in Theorem 3.1. First of all, because of (1) and (2), it follows from Theorem 5.3 [1] that all monoids in V are commutative. LEMMA 
E = E(S) is a subsemigroup of S.
Proof. Let e, f ^ E and suppose that ef ί E. We let S' denote the subsemigroup of S generated by { e, f}.
Suppose ef, fe are not ./-equivalent in S'. If fe e E, then fe = fefe <j?ef. So, we may assume ef ^ j?fe. Let /= {w e £": ef £j?u], an ideal of 5'. Then 5"// consists of the four elements e, /, ef and 0 = fe (i.e., S"// is isomorphic to the semigroup D of example 3.11 [1] ). However, it is easy to check that S'/I X S'/I has a subsemigroup isomorphic to Y, whence 7GF, contradicting (4).
Hence, we have ef^fe in S'. Since ef0tfe implies ef = /<?/ and so ef e i?, we deduce that ef, fe are not ^-equivalent. Hence, in the .©-class of ef in S", StΦtf. Let e/^φ but efjtfefu. Since e, / are idempotents, it follows that ef = (e/)* for some A: > 1. Hence, G = i/ e/ is a subgroup of 5". Moreover, from ef = (ef) k we obtain fefe = (fe) k+ι , and so H fe is also a subgroup of S'. In fact, /? = J ef is a completely simple subsemigroup of S'.
£ E, R is not orthodox. By the results of Rasin quoted in §2, it follows that K p e F(iί) c V for some prime /?, contradicting (3). This completes the proof of the lemma.
Let BA 2 denote the Brandt semigroup Λf°({l}; 2,2; Δ) (cf. Clifford and Preston [3] ). One can easily check that Y is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of BA 2 X J?^1 2 , and that if a semigroup t/ has a regular .©-class which is not a subsemigroup of U 9 then iL4 2 G V(U). LEMMA 
ρ(S) is a subsemigroup of S and a union of abelian groups.
Proof. By the remarks preceding the lemma, every regular .©-class of S is a completely simple subsemigroup of S. Hence, p(S) is a union of abelian groups.
Let a 9 bep(S). [6] for further results on regular permutative semigroups.
Main result
We are now ready to establish our main theorem. THEOREM 
A pseudovariety of semigroups is permutative if and only if it does not contain any of the following semigroups:
Moreover, the pseudovarieties generated by each of these semigroups are minimal non-permutative and admit the corresponding semigroup in (5) as a generator of minimum size.
To prove Theorem 4.1, all we really need to show is that if V is a pseudovariety which does not contain any of the semigroups in (5), then V is permutative. We establish this in several steps. By Theorem 5.3 [1] , all monoids in V are commutative. Henceforth, S denotes a given element of V and we may assume that V(S) = V. We suppose S is not permutative. Also, let E = E(S). If (i) holds, then V does not contain any non-trivial semilattices. Since p(S) is a union of groups subsemigroup of S and S is finite, it follows that S is a nilpotent extension of a completely simple orthodox union of abelian groups. In particular, S is permutative, contradicting our initial assumption.
If ( which holds in S, contradicting the hypothesis of the lemma. Finally, suppose that (iv) holds, say y is the rightmost variable in u satisfying the "right" option of (iv) and suppose that (i), (ii) and (iii) Proof. Suppose that esf Φ esef. We will then reach a contradiction. Here, we may assume that S is generated by {e, /, s} and that s = es.
Using Lemma 4.3, we have sef = esefef = esfef = s/e/. Since se/ Φ sf, we get j/ Φ sfef so that we may replace s by 5/ and still have e(sf)f Φ e(sf)ef. Hence, we may assume that s = sf. By Theorem 3.1, we may also assume that s is not regular, and so s < ^ e,f.
Let / = {x e S: x < y x}. Note that / is an ideal of S. Suppose s <j?ef. Then, there exist u, υ e S such that s = esf = euefvf. lί u £ jS, then 5 = &s/ = efesf = e/ese/ by Lemma 4.3 = esefef since eSe is commutative = esef, a contradiction.
Hence u <^s. It follows by Lemma 4.3 that s <^sef and so s^sef. Therefore, sέϋsef, so that there exists w e S such that s = se/W/. If H> <^s, then s is regular, contradicting a previous assumption. Else, s = se/e/ = se/, again a contradiction. Hence, e/ e /, whence se/ e / and we may assume / = {0}. If s < ^fe, then there exist w, υ e 5 such that 5 = &s = eti/ei; = euefeυ, the last step because of Lemma 4.3. Since ef = 0, we conclude that 5 = 0, contradicting the definition of /. Hence, fe = 0.
Finally, se = sfe = 0 = fes = fs. Hence, S -Y and Y G F, a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.4.
To finish the proof of Theorem 4.1, we just need to notice that, by Theorem 5.3 [1] and Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 , the conditions of Theorem 3.9(iv) [1] are satisfied for any S ^ V. Hence, V is permutative.
